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CHAT BETWEEN PARTICIPANTS 

B: Pay no attention to the man behind the curtain 

K.R.:   GREETINGS FROM GODERICH, EVERYONE!! 

R.W.:  Hello from Collingwood 

T.F.S.:  Hello from Schomberg 

D.V.:  Hello from Burlington! 

M.E.S.: Hello from Port Hope, On 

D.P.:  Had a very sweet rabbit - fully house trained - called Stu. 

M.:  Yoichi my cat after Japanese scotch 

S.:  Orange cat named Shay (after guitar player in Black Veil Brides) and black cat 
Shadow (who used to be Simon until we found out she was she) 

F.V.:  Hello from Collingwood, and from my cat Baxter who is allergic to fish! 

R.: Pets- we have a no dog rule but have had to accommodate emotional support 
dogs.  What are the rules around accommodating emotional support pets 
because there doesn't seem to be a strong policy around this? There is lots of 
info on service dogs but little on this issue. 

T.F.S.:  Can we see the second slide please. 
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John: What if a pet rule exists but nobody follows - e.g. - owner must carry their dog 
and not allow it to walk on the carpets. Can that rule every be enforced against 
one owner if it is not enforced in general 

C.V.: Do you suggest all corporations have a policy document? Is this something 
circulated beyond the board? 

F.V.: Could the policies be described as temporary measures to address a current 
situation? 

BEV: Could Debbie focus her camera on her face 

Graeme Macpherson: Hi Fran, policies can definitely be temporary. Most condominiums' mask policies 
that I have seen do just that. 

F.V.: Thank you! 

J.B.: If a rule is not consistently enforced, is it invalidated? 

Rod Escayola: We'll answer enforcement shortly. 

D.: Good idea on smaller groups, Town Halls can get dominated by a few loud 
voices and many aren't comfortable in these situations. 

Graeme Macpherson: Hey everybody, we are getting a lot of great comments! To make sure that 
everyone can read your message, make sure your chat is set to "All panelists 
and attendees" 

M.T.: Is this being recorded? Sorry, I missed it and would love to hear it. 

B.: Is it legal to charge back legal fees for the lawyers' letter? 

B.M.:  You mentioned the legal costs - are you suggesting the owner will end up paying 
for this or just the Corporation? 

G.N.:  Many thanks Graeme for your Sterling outline of the issues around Rule in 
Condo Advisor earlier this week. These guys need to appreciate you! 

Rod Escayola: @Gail: We are indeed lucky to have the Grim! 

Graeme Macpherson: Thanks Gail! I am plenty appreciated by the team. However, I will certainly be 
quoting your kind words on a regular basis! 

D.L.: I am a #2 

G.N.: Graeme, was of course just kidding! Keep smiling, All! Many thanks for putting 
this together! 

M.T.: Can you please put the last slide up again? 
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MEL: Will you send us the deck via email? 

R.W.: Thank you from Collingwood 

D.A.: Thank you for this webinar. Great information! 

S.S.: Thank you panelists - again appreciate all the information. 

D.L.: Great panelists! 

B.: Thanks all. Time well spent. 

D.D.: Thanks for the presentation. Very informative. 

K.R.: Great seminar, everyone!! 

A.: Thank you all panelists! A repeated well spent hour! 

E.: Always so much fun learning together, thank you! 

F.V.: Very informative. Thank you! 

C.B.: Thank you for a terrific webinar from CCC 282 

John: If a rule is not consistently enforced, can it ever be applied 

J.E.: Thank you. Great seminar 

T.F.S.: Thanks for a very informative webinar. 

SHE: Thank you very much...enjoy all the webinars. 

P.B.: Well done and informative. Thank you. 

R.B.: Great webinar! 

M.E.S.: Thank you 


